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INTRODUCTION

My major source of information was from my father (a medium and a healer) and also from my extensive research and exposition of Javanese (& others) beliefs and magical practices, especially those in and around the remote areas in Borneo. This book consists of much material collected and experimented by my father and myself – most notably magical spells, which are very difficult to obtain.

This book teaches you the right invocations that deals directly with supernatural forces, and their effects are from the pure magical methods by which those forces can be controlled and influenced. Therefore, this book deals with very little psychic phenomena.

The reader is spared all kinds of theories, philosophies or folk-tales that comes along with them (spells), and neither am I going to recall case histories testifying to the fabulous potency of these magical spells, because I personally believe that in order to prove that it works you must try it yourself!

In fact, there are no such things like shortening or altering the spells, rituals or ceremonies so that it could be conveniently performed and expecting the same results. Spells are
spells and if altered/shortened, then its originality is abused, hence, its effectiveness is diminished as well. In this book, all spells are original with no alterations/shortened or simplified, and that is the main reason why I did not translate the words in the spells in order to preserve its effectiveness! The reason the spells here contain almost no great rituals or ceremonies or complicated paraphernalia is because I have selected the much simpler ones for you instead. In other words, they are alternatives of those that involve grave-digging, sacrifices, etc.

This book is primarily for the person who intends to strive for a better fulfillment in life by the spiritual way. So prepare yourself for the fantastic journey to the tremendous and intensifying exposure of wealth, health and self-satisfaction. I personally guarantee the spells will work like miracles for you. You will never regret having this book! I quote:- miracles CAN be made to happen if you you know the right way to coax them!!!

LAU SOON WAH
Author-Researcher-Occultist
LOVE SPELLS

This is a minor species of magic, performed mainly by amateurs, involving ways of improving one’s person as a means to desired ends. This consists of the spells given below, most commonly to make oneself invulnerable or more desirable to the opposite sex.

I shall now show you several powerful spells which will win the love of the person you desire, to bring back the one you lost and to sustain your partner’s interest in you. Let us proceed to the first of our love spells.

KING AJASMORO LOVE SPELL. Originated from Java, used for obtaining one’s love. This spell is produced in its original language and, like I have said, I have no wish to translate it in order to maintain its effectiveness. This spell is known as ‘pujaan’ in Java, which means invocation.

(1) Stand by the front door or in the garden on a Friday night.

(2) Take a deep breath and hold it. In the meantime, with your right hand, “clap” the ground 7 times (this is to call upon the ground/dark forces). Have no fear, you can’t see them unless you apply the tears (from a dog which is howling) onto your eyes. I do not recommend you to try it unless you have a very strong heart! But their presence will be made known to you by a sudden gush of a cold breeze or the feeling of somebody right behind you that probably makes your goose pimples rise. You are actually asking these forces to help you attain your wishes.

(3) Having built up your emotions and desires, say the spell:

Hai, Ratu Ajasmoro
Turunlah bersama air mata Siti Fatimah
Kuseru namamu membantu-ku
Kembalikan roh ........(person’s name)
Kasih kepada-ku.
Hai ibu bumi
Kusera tujuh petala bumi
Kuseru tujuh petala langit
Kembali-kan lah kasih cucu Hawa kepada-ku
Biar tujuh gunung meng-halang
Biar tujuh lautan merentang
Sedang-kan kuman di-seberang laut lagi-kan
datang
Sia-pa halang sia-pa binasa
Sia-pa datang sia-pa ke-cundang

Hai Ratu Ajasmoro
Kembali-kan lah roh ........(person’s name)
kepada-ku
Atas ber-kat nur Siti Fatimah
Kabul kata guru-ku
Kabul kata peng-aji-an ku

At the end of the spell, repeat the person’s name followed
by his/her mother’s name 3X and finally asking him to
come to you/home.

The above spell is extremely effective for drawing back a
deserting partner or attracting one. But if you wish
everybody to turn and have a sexy look at you, that you shall
radiate magnetic pulls that instantly draws the attention of the
opposite sex, then this ‘hikmat menarik’ (Attraction spell) is
for you. Try it and you will be sure to attract some sexy
glances afterwards, not forgetting many compliments.

(1) When you are ready to go out (anywhere), but
before stepping out of the main door, recite the spell
as below:–
Pucuk pinang selera pinang
Mari ditanah dijari ma-nis
Duduk ren-dang berdiri ren-dang
Aku juga yang dipan-dang ma-nis (3x)
JAVA SEX SPELL (hikmat ber-zina). This is a very, very powerful spell that when read will immediately “turn-on” the opposite sex and is also one of the merciless spells that will instantly urge your partner to bed with you even if they said ‘NO’ minutes before. No matter how cold or frigid your partner is or no matter how strange the stranger is, this spell works! The spell was secretly obtained from a chief of the Iban tribes in Borneo. The living proof that this spell works is that the chief has 18 wives (the youngest is 15 years of age) and he is well over 80 years old. Here is the spell:—

(1) Sit anywhere you wish without being detected and without blocking your view of the person. Rub your thumb slowly but quite forcefully with your index finger, murmuring softly:—
When I rub my thumb
I am in fact rubbing the clitoris (penis)
of that girl (boy) ……..(her name or the colour of dress if stranger).

Let her show her love to me
Let her show her desire to me

Nang pa bunang
Pa bunang ali menga-li
Ra-gi pun tun-duk
Ra-ji pun tun-duk

Dengan ber-kat doa aku
Lailahai illallah

Keep reciting the spell over and over again until you notice your partner is responding. There are cases where it does take a longer time than usual in order to obtain results, but all in all, you will succeed. Try it and you will be amazed by the results. One obvious hint that the spell is working is that the person will feel uneasy and keep shifting the position of her legs and of course throwing side-way looks at you occasionally. This spell is given for men but it is just as
applicable for women – just some slight modification will do, i.e. clitoris – penis, her – him.

But if you suspect that you are the victim of such spells or similar ones, just walk away from your seat and the spell is broken. Sitting beside some ‘barrier’, blocking the “magician’s” view such as walls or people is also an effective way of avoiding the spell. If you really can’t leave your seat and you’re situated in an open view with the feeling/sense that there are spells working on you, here is an effective spell for counter-attack:–

Get a match-stick/cigarette or any long slender cylindrical object that looks similar to the shape of the penis. Say softly:–

Bismillaahir Rohmaanir Rohim (3x)
I break your spell.

After saying this, you then break the match-stick in two – he will be wondering what made him ‘turn-off’ so suddenly.

SPELLS FOR CURING AILMENTS

Javanese ‘medicine’ is almost entirely magical and most formal curing methods used in Borneo are borrowed complete from Indian, Chinese and Arabic sources. Here are some of the simple spells that cure most ailments the very minute you apply them. These spells were used over and over and from generation to generation by Javanese magicians (Tuk Pawang) living in Java, Kalimantan and elsewhere in Borneo. These spells were so potent that most natives preferred to consult the witch-doctors rather than seeking the orthodox way.

(1) Here is an effective spell that cures headaches almost instantly:–

Bismillaahi khoirul asmaa’
Bismillaahi robbul ardli wassamaa’,
Bismillaahil ladzismuhuu barokatuw wasyifaa’,
Bismillaahil ladzii biyadihisy syifaa’,
Bismillaahil ladzii laa yadlurru ma’ asmihii syai-un fil ardli walaa fis samaa-i wahuwas samii’ ul ‘aliim.
The spell should be recited 3x.

(2) For toothache, its spell is to be written on a tiny piece of paper, folded and slid into the affected teeth and clenched lightly between them. You will immediately feel the pain easing gradually. Here is the spell:

\[
\text{Likulli naba-im mustaqor wasaufa ta 'lamuun.}
\]

(3) To cure insomnia and have a good nights rest, the following spell will do the job. There are 2 methods of applying the spell, the first is by reading the spell 3x over a glass of water and drink it just before retiring. The second method is much more complicated but the results are better. The spell is written on a deer's skin and tied to the waist every night when going to bed. The spell is also good for avoiding nightmares, etc.

\[
\text{Fanaadaa fidzhdzhulu-maati allaa ilaaha illaa anta subhaanaka innii kuntu minadzhdzhooli-miin,}
\]
\[
\text{Fastajaabnaa lahu wanajjainaahu minal ghommi wa}
\]
\[
\text{kadzaalika nunjil mu-miniin.}
\]

(4) Pain from any parts of the body could be relieved by writing the spell at midnight for 3 continuous nights
and fasting for the same period of days. Also read it 3x times before retiring:

\[
\text{әңкә әйықсыйм бер мәне үсмөоң эл жогорку ыкытыңнан ырык.
}
\[
\text{әл бөлүүжүү.}
\]

Innamaa yastajiibul ladziina yasma’ uuna wal mautaa yab’ atsuhu-mulloohu tsumma ilaihi yurja’ uun.

(5) This ‘stop-bleeding’ spell originated from China and was brought along in the 15th century when the Chinese migrated to Malacca, and that was when the Sultan of Malacca, Sultan Mansur Syah married the princess of China, Princess Hang Li Po. When any part of your body is bleeding profusely, then this is the only spell in the world that could stop the bleeding immediately. I assure you that this spell will stop the blood flowing instantly, if correctly applied!

(i) Face east, holding a piece of cloth/leaf/or any material that is available at that moment with your left hand. Point your right index and middle finger forward in the shape of a sword and recite the following words:-- (aloud)

chze
chzau
yan
mhau
sunn
sze
ng
mhei
son
yaw
shazt
hhoih
After reciting the twelve words above, then continue with the saying below (aloud):–

Thai seong loww kuan, tao kheh ngau, sau chhap phowh kim, chamn wong hhor, wheng pbut lauu.

(ii) .....make a circular motion 3x (clockwise) with your pointed fingers on the material and end the spell by making a dot over the centre of the material. Then, patch the material over the bleeding wound and bandage it tightly. The bleeding will stop immediately!

(6) At times when you tend to swallow your food rather than eating in a proper way, occasionally there may be bones (esp. fish bones) getting stuck right in your throat. The unsuccessful attempts of removing it will surely give you some awful moments. Here is the only spell in the world that is able to melt the bone away the very minute you cast it! Try it and you will believe it.

(i) Face east, supporting a glass of water in your left hand with only three fingers (thumb, index and middle finger), and say the following words (aloud):–

chze
chzau
yan
mhau
sunn
sze
After saying the words above, continue the spell below (aloud):-

Yhee kwai fharr

When saying the three magical words above, you are required to dip lightly on the surface of the glass of water with your pointed fingers (index & middle) of the right hand.

(ii) Drink the glass of water and wait for a minute before resuming eating. Sooner than you realise, the bone in your throat will vanish into thin air! You may call that a ‘miracle’ if you wish!

SPELLS FOR ENEMIES

The Javanese have an extensive body of ‘black magic’, a reflection of one of their major interests. This ‘black magic’ works directly on the victim’s soul or through spirit intermediaries, for example, ‘familiar’ spirits. The spells given here are actually merciless and very deadly. The effects are so powerful that they not only push your enemy back but also ‘cripple’ him for life, hence I advise you not to use them unless really being forced to.

THE ‘DISTURBING’ SPELL:– This originated from the Malay communities in the remote areas of Kalimantan (Indonesia). Though it is not dangerous it will surely give your enemy some hard times. When the spell is cast, the enemy will have sleepless nights, frightening nightmares, etc. Here is how the spell works:–

(i) Get a piece of cloth or shirt or any other material that once belonged to your enemy. Write the
spell on to the piece of cloth. After that, facing
the direction where your enemy is, recite the same
spell 3x every-night:

\[
\text{Kadzaalika yathba' ulloohu 'alaa quluubil ladziina laa ya' lamuuun.}
\]

(ii) The only way to break the spell is to burn the
cloth away.

There are also other spells that could automatically turn
your enemy 'chicken'. Your enemy will feel frightened
whenever he looks at you. Here is a spell obtained from the
Iban tribes in Sabah that gives you a fierce, tiger-look! The
Ibans claimed that even tigers daren't attack them when the
spell is read. This spell is actually cast in Arabic and how the
Ibans came to know it, they themselves do not know, but
anyway here is the spell:

(i) The spell is read when your enemy is approaching
from your direction and, when he looks at you, he
will immediately feel frightened and startled, not
knowing the reason why. From that day onwards,
he will never dare look into your eyes again!
\[
\text{Alloohul ghoolibu alloohul qoohiru, mudzillu kulli jabaarin 'aniid,}
\text{nasshirul haqqi haitsu biyadihil, haulu wal quwwatu wassulthoon.}
\]

For neighbours who are nuisances, driving you nuts with
their midnight parties, sticking their noses into your privacy,
then this spell ought to teach them a lesson! It originates
from the middle-east and was taught to the Javas in the 14th
century while trading in Betawi (Indonesia).

(i) This spell should be written on a piece of yellow
cloth and buried in your neighbour's premises,
preferably near where their bedroom is situated.
The result is that your neighbours will experience that the house is constantly being stoned with rocks and sticks almost everynight!

Falammaa jaa-a amrunaa ja 'alnaa 'aaliya haa saasfila-haa wa amtharnaa 'alaihaa hijaaratan min sijiilin mandluund. Musawwamatan 'inda rabika wamaa hiya minadzhdzhoolmiina biba 'iid.

(ii) Your enemy could avoid the spell if he moves out, or after you retrieve the 'buried' spell.

Finally, here is the deadliest spell that I have ever come across and I personally do not recommend anybody to try it because it is too lethal and merciless. Getting to know it would be just fine. This spell is a ‘soul-catching’ spell where you actually ‘sumpah’ (curse) your enemy’s soul to the extent of being eternally doomed! The blast that he gets will be devastating. This spell, if read in the face of your enemy, will immediately send him shivering in fear, make him stammer, vomit, faint or, in a few days time, paralysed, dumb or insane and probably dead! According to Jakuns (Dayak tribes), if the spell is read upon a corpse, its soul will never ever be reincarnated! This ‘mantera’ (spell) is a similar spell that the great wizard and warrior of Malacca, Sidi Arab, used to curse the Siamese (Thailand) warrior, Cau Pandan, both of whom were over a thousand miles away from each other, during the 15th century. Cau Pandan was blinded, and died three days later from vomiting blood – non stop!
Wanufikho fisihuuri fasho' iqo man fissamaawaati waman fil-ardli illaa man syaa-alloohu tsumma nufikho fihi ukhroo fa-idzaahum qiyaamuy yandzhurun, Wa-asyroqtil ardlu binuuri robbi-haa wawudli' al kitaabu wajii-a binnabiyyiina wasysyuhadaa-i waqulziya bainahum bilhaqqi wahum laa yuzhlamuun.

At times, there lies a danger in sending such a curse back to its sender. Your enemy may have taken elaborate precautions to protect himself. If his aura and will are not penetrated by your spells, then it might rebound on you with even greater force! To ensure your own safety, you can take the following precautions:—

(i) This is an ancient ‘protection’ spell and is also known as a talisman that was introduced by Sulaiman (Solomon). After being written on a piece of paper or cloth, paste it on your front door or keep it under your pillow. It is also good to have it kept in your wallet in order to protect you wherever you go.

If you or your loved ones are possessed by demons, write the above spell on a piece of yellow paper with red ink, burn it in a glass of water whilst chanting:—

Bismillaahir Rohmaanir Rohim (3x)

.....and drink the water from the glass. Your body will be purified and whatever evil elements are inside you shall perish instantly. I assure you that this method is one of the easiest and effective methods employed by Malay magicians (Tuk Bomoh) to destroy demons, ward off bad luck and also very effective for curing purposes.
(ii) To ward-off intruders of any kind, such as demons, astral spirits or ‘passing’ curses, etc., from harming you during your sleeping hours (which is the most vulnerable period) recite this spell before going to sleep which will immediately form a strong aura to protect you, with the help of a holy spirit of course.

Sir wala sir wala
Nubi Berail nama-nya dia
Nur ganda nama-nya ibu
Awal hadiat awal hakikat

Malaikat dikiri aku
Malaikat dikanan aku
Malaikat itulah jadi kapit timbar badan-ku
Malaikat itulah jadi gunung payung-ku

Aku anak manikam Allah
Aku diam didalam balun zat-tullah
Berkat doa aku lailahai illallah.

(iii) If you intend to leave the house for work, shopping, etc., or for any other reasons and wish to avoid accidents, troubles and delays, here is a spell that brings you good-luck and success in whatever you’re intending to do at that moment.

(1) Stand for a moment at your front door (before you walk out), take a long-deep breath and look up at the sky for a few seconds. After that, look to the ground that you will soon be walking on for a minute.

(2) Slowly look to your toes/feet and move up to your chest as far as you can go. Anything that you might have forgotten or left behind will flash to your mind at once!
(3) Take another deep breath, read the spell below and walk out of the house without turning your head back until you have finished 7 steps.

The spell:—

Ila ku-mati
Waila ku-mati
Alif tiada mati

You will be blessed by any undertakings you intend to do afterwards.

SPELLS THAT INFLUENCE OTHERS; BRING WEALTH & FORTUNE

To obtain speedy promotion, recognition and appreciation (no matter what your undertaking is at present), this spell will automatically trim down the odds against you and open the door of success for you. It is a good luck charm that attracts all the good luck that is available, and you will be on your way to fulfillment and self-satisfaction. You will be 100% pleased at the results!

(i) Obtain a copper foil (2" x 4") and write the given spell on to it. (with a nail or a ball-point pen).

Robbanaa 'alaika tawakkalnna wa-ilaika anabnaa wa-ilaikal mashir,
Robbanaa laa taj' alnaa fitnataal lilladziina kafaruu waghfir lanaa robbanaa innaka antal' aziizul hakiim.
(ii) Having written it, it should be kept in your wallet for ‘attraction’ of tremendous good luck. When you wish to have a raise or promotion, read the spell 3x and go and see your boss to discuss your intentions. You will be surprised over the outcome, with all smiles of course! Be reasonable on your part, don’t demand the impossible, as there are no spells in this world that will work if you pursue things that are beyond your reach and capabilities.

(iii) If written and hung in the house, it will attract all the good elements into it. Health, wealth, happiness, peace and harmony – whatever you lack, you shall gain! Try it, and after 49 days you’ll notice the peace and harmony flowing into your home.

Here is another spell that guarantees to fulfill your wishes and desires. You are required to invite and seek the holy spirit’s favour to guide and grant you whatever your hope is.

(i) Write the spell (below) onto a piece of rack (for censing clothes), and keep in your pocket or tie onto the waist.

Watammat kalimu robbi kalimu shidqow wa 'adlaa, laa mubaddila likalimaatih, wahuwas samii' ul 'aliim.

(ii) ......then, at midnight, read the following spell for additional boost, 100x:–

Yaa robbi bihaqqi haadzhil-aayati ajib du' aaii yaa arhamar roohimiin.
Immediately after reading the spell, you will feel a sudden cold, or the feeling of someone's presence. Have no fear, ask anything you wish and it shall be granted in 49 days time. But there is one ‘pantangan’ (forbidden thing) and that is you must not tell anybody about what you’re doing until you have been granted your wish, i.e. after obtaining whatever you seek earlier. If this ‘syarat’ (rule) is not followed, then not only are your wishes rejected but the good spirit will leave for good.

In order to gain the upper-hand and have success in all your transactions, proposals etc., write the following spell onto a small piece of cloth from the shirt or dress of a virgin on a Friday morning when the sun is rising. Folding it and keeping it in your wallet or tied around the waist will immediately influence anyone to accept your opinions or suggestions, and will enable you to sway other people’s opinions and have everything your way!

Mayyasyafa’ syafaa’ atan hasanatay yakul lahuu nashiibum minhaa, wamay yasyfa’ syafaa’ atan sayyi-atay yakul lahuu kiflum minhaa wakaanalloohu ’alaa kulli syai-im muqiiitaa.

Here is another spell that will automatically influence your boss or your enemy that you seek to have control over. This Malay spell – ‘Ilmu Kasihan’ or Sympathetic magic spell – will immediately soften the heart of your boss, reverse his
obstinate behaviour and influence him to give in to whatever you desire. It is also very good for enemies whereby it will control their emotions, etc.

(i) The spell:

Laput Yu kata yu  
Aku anak wayang  
Allah  
Engkau yang mengata  
Aku  
Aku yang engkau ikut  
Berkat doa-ku Lailahai illallah.

(ii) Recite the spell 3x and blow/exhale your breath at your boss when approaching him or at your enemy when he is approaching you.

In order to attract good business, especially for shops and restaurants, this Malay spell will also work like a miracle for you. When this spell is cast, you will be surprised at the number of customers coming your way, and more surprises still when your customers demand more from you. This spell is also effective for attracting the opposite sex and influencing friends and enemies.

The spell:—

Bismilah hirrahman nirrahim  
Patah pahat patah simpai  
patah lubuk mena-haya  
hati perut anak Adam dah ter-simpai  
mati dibunuh menang bicara  

Mulut bercakap mulut ter-simpai  
Lidah mengelitik lidah terkelu  
kaki bergerak kaki terkelu  
tangen bergerak tangan ter-simpai
If you have lost something valuable, such as money or jewelry, and you suspect that somebody in the house might have stolen it, then this spell will tell you who the thief is.

(i) Write the following spell over the bread or food that is about to be served. The number of times in writing the spell over the food should be equal to the number of people in the house.

Waidz qotaltum nafsan faddaro-tum fiiah wallaahu mukhrijum maa kuntum taktumuun.

When the bread is served the culprit will be immediately noticed when he has difficulty in swallowing it, and he will probably drink a bucket of water just to push the little bit of bread down! But if everybody ate the food as usual, then the thief is most probably somebody else or the jewelry might have been misplaced elsewhere. Reading the spell over the food is also applicable, but the results will not be as obvious as the above method.

If your premises are infected with all sorts of harmful and poisonous pests such as centipedes, scorpions, bees, spiders, snakes, etc., they are easily disposed of by just reciting (3x):—
For animal lovers, here is an excellent spell obtained from a ‘tuk bomoh’ in Kelantan (Peninsula Malaysia). The 78 year old magician specialises in catching wild animals and birds and is also very good in recovering lost animals. He said the spell was first used by Sulaiman (Solomon) to tame animals and to make a long-lasting friendship with them. The spell was handed from one generation to another, until it was slightly modified to suit the locals. You can tame any animal you want – the wilder they are the better the spell works. I have tried it over and over and it still works perfectly.

(i) All you have to do is to slowly corner the animal and chant the spell all the way until you have caught hold of it.

The Spell:–
Hai tuk tandan ge-lombang perang
Bukit ter-dinding didepan-ku
Berat seperti batu
Ter-baring didepan-ku

Akuuuuuuuu nilah harimau jantan
Hulu-balang Allah diatas dunia ini
Dengan berkat doa aku
Lailahai illallah.

The animal will be calm and tamed down at once, but one word of advice – when cornering the animal, do not fix your concentration and look into the animal’s eyes! If you do, it will immediately read your mind via telepathy or sense your purpose of catching it and, if for good, it will not resist but if evil, it will fight for its life! Therefore the only way to hide your purpose from it is NOT to look right into its eyes! When you have caught the animal, do not pat or touch its head but gently fondle its neck and its throat area, and it will
be immediately weakened. The same procedure could be applied to birds as well.